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1: RÃ©sumÃ© - Wikipedia
There are plenty of opportunities to land a Multimedia Designer job position, but it won't just be handed to you. Crafting a
Multimedia Designer resume that catches the attention of hiring managers is paramount to getting the job, and
LiveCareer is here to help you stand out from the competition.

In this article, I highlight four multimedia resume techniques that are replacing the traditional resume
strategies. And as a glimpse of things to come, I also look at what one college is doing using multimedia to
help its graduates position themselves as competitors in the job market. Can multimedia help you stand out in
the application process? If the answer is yes, there are four multimedia channels you can tap into to
accomplish this. Of course, time is money, and candidates need to give recruiters a reason to keep watching.
But presenting a recruiter with a more visually stimulating overview of experience and qualifications can go a
long way in setting a candidate apart. Providing Insights into Culture Fit Most job seekersâ€”okay, at least
those under 50â€”have some kind of social media presence. Job seekers are responding to this shift in
recruiting practices by beefing up their networks which gives a nice halo effect , expanding their professional
profiles and adding recommendations on LinkedIn, driving conversations and connecting with thought leaders
on Twitter, and cleaning up their Facebook profiles. Blogs and Personal Sites: Showing Off Blogs are an
excellent platform for candidates to showcase their hobbies, writing and communication skills, and general
interests. And who said blogs are just for writing? Techies can demonstrate their ability to build WordPress
templates, too, or simply prove they know how to find and add plug-ins to build websites. And candidates for
and candidates for artistic positions can showcase their portfolio of work. To that end, many college campuses
are taking it upon themselves to give the next wave of workers a competitive advantage in the job market of
tomorrow. All freshman communications majors are required to take a six-week multimedia course in which
they learn how to create and market an online repository of their work via an ePortfolio, learn best practices
for using social media tools, and connect with alumniâ€”both fresh out of school and already established in
their careers. For Edwards, however, the ePortfolio started in freshman year became a repository of his best
work that was easily leveraged when he began applying for jobs and internships. What successes have you had
in using media to find work? Do you think you will try any of these options above? Please add your comments
below. This is a Guest post. If you would like to submit a guest post to BeMyCareerCoach.
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2: Top 5 Tips for Creating Impressive Video Resumes
Multimedia Specialists develop multimedia products aimed at entertaining or educating audiences. Typical resume
samples for this position mention duties like discussing requirements with clients, coordinating development teams,
testing information products, adjusting work based on client feedback, and cooperating with technical staff.

He cited research that shows people remember 11 percent of what they read, 20 percent of what they hear, 27
percent of what they see, and 52 percent what they both hear and see. In other words, multimedia resumes are
more memorable. Advertisement Anything more than plain text qualifies as a multimedia resume. Some use
QR codes to transform a paper resume into an interactive document, while others are built online as websites.
Services that host such websites include about. New, do-it-yourself multimedia resume sites are springing up
online, offering no and low-cost options. For executives, an extensive digital portfolio that includes a brief
biography, resume, list of references, and five to six work samples might be in order. For example, instead of a
simple statement that an executive increased revenues by 25 percent, a digital portfolio might provide an
animated graph. Gia Fisher, an information technology executive in Los Angeles, is a case in point. After
seeing her salary fall 60 percent as the small consulting firm where she worked lost clients, she decided it was
time to move on. Career Virtual developed a digital portfolio for her, using animated charts and graphs to help
her illustrate her accomplishments. The portfolio helped her attract clients, and by November , she had lined
up enough to launch her own company, Atheria Consulting Group. I needed to attract a global clientele, and
the portfolio was the catalyst to take my career to the next level. Not really, say career specialists. Further,
some hiring managers worry that seeing a photo or video of an applicant could open them up to charges of
discrimination. A cool multimedia resume can help tech-savvy candidates show off their skills. Stand-alone
video resumes have gotten mixed reviews. A survey by the Boston research firm Aberdeen Group found that
only 5 percent of employers used video resumes in hiring. Multimedia resumes work best when they are part
of a broader campaign, said John Wilpers, founder and chief executive of Degrees2Dreams, which offers
career-launching services to students and recent graduates. In addition to a multimedia resume, Wilpers said,
such a campaign should include a blog about a niche in your professional field, personal marketing through
social media, and a series of informational interviews. If nobody knows about it, what good is it? Febres
designed his resume with his website address highlighted in an eye-catching blue and white banner to get
reader attention. Anyone who decided to check out the site would see multimedia features such as photos of a
logo he designed for a new line of high-fashion jeans and video clips of him interviewing people. At a
networking conference in New York, Febres said, recruiters commented on how his resume, business card,
and website had a cohesive look.
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3: Interactive Developer/Designer Resume - Hire IT People - We get IT done
Responsibilities shown on example resumes in this field include managing eleven conference rooms for daily events in
the headquarters building, performing light repairs to ensure maximum performance and longevity, and recording and
editing internal video slideshows and presentations upon request.

Multimedia designers create experiential or interactive presentations of information. Multimedia designers
create visual effects that excite, explain, and entertain. Multimedia designers may work in the entertainment
industry, creating special effects for movies, television, and video games. Or, they may work to create
attention-grabbing visuals and multimedia presentations for corporations and organizations. With multimedia
designers, gone are the days of static PowerPoint presentations and boring slide shows! At least we can dare to
dream. Multimedia designers create engaging presentations of images and information for various media
including the Web, television, movies, and video games. Though they work in a high-technology field,
multimedia designers generally need a strong foundation in art to be successful. Drawing, photography,
composition, and other traditional ways of developing skill in image-making can provide an important training
for animation, motion graphics, or 3D design. Tools used for multimedia development can vary widely by
industry, but a multimedia designer will generally need to be familiar with the standard Adobe Creative Suite
toolsâ€”Photoshop, Illustratorâ€”as well as Adobe Premiere, Flash, and After Effects. They will be expected
to be able to plan, shoot, and edit high quality video content and photographs. Unless they are specializing in
video games or broadcast media, Web skills such HTML, CSS, and social media savvy are very much in
demand, and programming skills are a plus. The field of multimedia is like the movie industry. To be good at
it, you must accept that a tremendous amount of planning and preparation, as well as painstaking craft and
editing, goes into the final product. Five minutes of high quality media could take a month of 60 hour weeks to
create. This is true whether you are designing computer-generated animations, video game interfaces, or
instructional videos for major corporations. But the reward is working in a creative field and entertaining
people for a living. For work in a more standard corporate or small business environment, our Job Boards page
or a major site like Indeed. According to the U. Others find work in the highly competitive and collaborative
film and game industries. There is the chance to work across a variety of digital mediums, from film and
television to dazzling interactive Web design. Whatever the industry, multimedia designers can expect hard
work, with long hours spent at a computer polishing and refining projects. The Federal Occupational Outlook
Handbook projects that overall employment for multimedia artists and animators will grow by 6 percent from
to We simply demand more and more visual effects and animation in our media. Grab a digital camera and
plan a creative photo shoot. Edit your results in Photoshop. Record and edit a video with a title sequence
introducing your digital artwork. Announce your exhibition using a short video clip on the Web and social
media. A strong portfolio demonstrating a range of artistic and technical skills is also important when seeking
employment in multimedia design. The goal of any digital media or multimedia program should be to help you
develop and showcase your digital skills. Check out our top 10 Job Boards for Creative Pros: Here is a typical
entry-level job description for a Multimedia Designer: Luminous Aquatic Systems is looking for a creative,
talented individual to join its marketing department as a Multimedia Designer. Learn more Ability to art direct
and create solid information designs, concepts and sample layouts Direct and manage video projects from start
to finish. Post-production tasks which include reviewing footage, making editorial decisions, audio and color,
and final editing. Manage setting up lights, cameras and sound equipment for live video and photo shoots as
needed. Must be highly proficient with current versions of Adobe Creative Suite. A great collaborator, with a
positive outlook and attitude.
4: Multimedia Designer Samples | Cover Letters | www.enganchecubano.com
Multimedia Resumes. Back Stage's professional online resume system features media-enhanced CVs showcasing
credits, training, skills, video reels, audio clips.
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5: Multimedia Specialist Resume Sample â€“ Best Format
After years of being scoffed at by human resource professionals, video and multimedia resumes are finally getting
attention, says Joyce L. Gioia, a strategic business futurist and CEO of The.

6: Video Production Resume Sample : Resume My Career
Your resume provides the opportunity to share examples of your creativity and work experience with recruiters. This is
especially important when you're trying to break into a field like multimedia design or animation.

7: Entry Level Animation and Multimedia Design Resume Template: 1-click & Use It Now! | Resume-Now
Video resumes: The good, the bad, and the ridiculous Job hunters are turning to video resumes to stand out from the
crowd. We have some tips on how to use a video resume to land a job, and avoid.

8: Multimedia resumes can help candidates stand out - The Boston Globe
With the explosion of social and mobile media that connect people with text, sound, photos, and video, multimedia
resumes could be the wave of the future. Although there are no precise statistics.

9: Audio Visual Technician Resume Samples | JobHero
As far as personal skills, I am an excellent video director, presenter and am a naturally conceptual thinker. I will contact
you this week to confirm receipt of my resume and to arrange a time to interview.
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